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Abstract
Grasping is an important characteristic of robots in interacting with humans and the environment. Due to the inherent compliance of soft grippers, they can easily adapt to novel objects and operate safely in a human-centered environment. However, soft hands suffer from poor grasping robustness and operation durability, especially for heavy objects or objects with sharp spikes, mainly due to their fragile material and low structural stiffness of the soft actuators. Thus, the widespread use of soft hands in daily applications is still limited. Existing works have shown a promising direction to enhance grasping performance by solving the contradiction between inherent compliance/adaptability and loading capacity. It is known that the stiffness of the robotic phalange is highly related to the performance of robotic hands. In this article, we propose a novel variable stiffness particle phalange, called VSPP here. The proposed VSPP exhibits variable stiffness characteristics without the need for dedicated actuation by utilizing passive particle jamming resulted from forces in interacting with the environment. The VSPP can cooperate with any kind of actuators, soft or rigid, to function as a compliant and robust robotic hand. A prototype robotic hand based on VSPP could maintain reliable grasping even when pierced by sharp objects such as a needle, a cactus, and a durian. This durability is effective both in air and underwater, thus presents new possibilities for the soft robotic hand to work in a harsh environment. The inherent multidirectional compliance of the VSPP makes safety in human/robot interaction guaranteed. The design and modeling presented in this research will provide useful guidance in VSPP applications. A prototype gripper, VSPP-3, composed of three 2-segments VSPP fingers and pneumatic joints, has been built for demonstrations in reliable and robust grasping of daily objects. The sample grasping has shown that the proposed VSPP has great potential for a robust and durable soft robotic hand or gripper design.
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Introduction
With the rapidly spreading applications of robots in our daily life, human-centered robotic systems are increasingly attracting the interest of researchers and engineers. Unlike traditional robots demanding high precision and rigidity in industrial applications, compliance is one of the critical considerations for human-centered robots to provide safe human/robot interaction.

Soft robotics, as a promising candidate to build safe human-centered robots, is rapidly progressing in recent years. Robotic hand/gripper is at the forefront of a robot in interacting with the environment and humans. Compared with traditional rigid robotic hands actuated by motors, cables, and linear actuators, a soft hand exhibits distinctive compliance for both adaptable grasping and secure human/robot interaction. The Young’s modulus of constructing material for soft hand is close to human beings and natural living things, which enables soft robot hands highly effective and safe in mimicking natural grasping.

A lot of achievements on soft robot hands have been reported in recent decades. A recent tendency, focusing more on the actuation mechanisms/robotic joints, can be found in existing work. Among which, there are soft hands based on PneuNet or fiber-reinforced pneumatic actuators.
cable-driven approach,\textsuperscript{9,10} shape memory alloy (SMA)-driven approach,\textsuperscript{11} shape memory polymer (SMP)-driven approach,\textsuperscript{12,13} particle jamming approach,\textsuperscript{14,15} electroadhesive approach,\textsuperscript{16} and dielectric elastomer technology.\textsuperscript{17,18} The merits and drawbacks of existing soft hands are both conspicuous.

On the positive side, inherent compliance enables the soft hand to have extraordinary adaptability to unstructured environments, reliable safety for human/robot interaction, and simple structure with excellent affordability. On the contrary, the soft actuator also induces challenges such as poor operation durability and weak grasping robustness, especially in handling relatively heavy or spiky objects. This hampers further applications of soft robot hands.

Existing works have shown that good grasping performance needs a proper compromise between compliance/adaptability and load capacity.\textsuperscript{10,12-14,19-24} Rigid phalanges cooperated with powerful joints in traditional robotic hands ensure a large load capacity, whereas soft fingers in a soft robotic hand provide the grasping compliance/adaptability. The proposed variable particle stiffness phalange is a compromise between soft and rigid because of its variable stiffness feature.

Following this direction, the variable stiffness structure is a promising candidate to achieve the abovementioned performance.\textsuperscript{25} Two main categories of variable stiffness mechanisms were reported. One type is active variable stiffness approaches such as active actuator impedance control.\textsuperscript{26} The other type, semiactive methods, is by using the structural or material feature to realize variable stiffness. For example, there are semiactive approaches using a pneumatic variation,\textsuperscript{27} particle jamming,\textsuperscript{14,19} electrorheological or magnetorheological material,\textsuperscript{28,29} SMA or SMP,\textsuperscript{13,23,30} low melting point alloys,\textsuperscript{31} and conductive elastomers.\textsuperscript{32} Among these, passive particle jamming, reported previously, used to strengthen the pneumatic soft actuators, is simpler in the mechanism.\textsuperscript{14} Here we further develop the passive particle jamming mechanism into a phalange unit as it can meet the requirement of variable stiffness of a phalange: low stiffness under small contact force and high stiffness under large contact force.

The structural comparison of the proposed variable stiffness particle phalange (VSPP) with those rigid grippers and soft finger is depicted in Figure 1. As depicted in Figure 1A, a traditional rigid finger is usually made of rigid phalanges/links. Connecting these rigid phalanges by joints in the desired order, we can build a rigid robotic hand with the anticipated kinematic mechanism.\textsuperscript{33} The extreme to rigid fingers is the soft robotic finger as shown in Figure 1B, which is soft with continuous deformation.\textsuperscript{34} The proposed VSPP finger shown in Figure 1C provides a compromise between those rigid and soft fingers. Each VSPP is made by a package of particles packed into an elastic membrane, which can be made by silicone rubber, three-dimensional (3D)-printed soft elastic material, or elastic fabrics.

We compared the influence of different phalange designs on the robotic hand performance, as depicted in Table 1. The proposed that VSPP can bridge the gap between the rigid and soft robotic fingers, and thus, it may have the combined merits of the other two types of robotic fingers. With the variable stiffness feature, VSPP-based robotic fingers can adjust their stiffness passively depending on the interaction force. Under small interaction force, VSPP fingers exhibit low stiffness and perform similarly to a soft hand; under large

### Table 1. The Influence of Different Phalange Stiffnesses on Hand Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phalange stiffness</th>
<th>Rigid phalange gripper</th>
<th>Soft phalange gripper</th>
<th>Variable stiffness phalange gripper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand performance</td>
<td>(1) Robust</td>
<td>(1) Compliant</td>
<td>(1) Robust, (2) Durable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Durable</td>
<td>(2) Safe</td>
<td>(3) Compliant, (4) Safe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interaction force, the VSPP fingers will increase their stiffness because of passive jamming, which helps to enhance the grasping payload. The particle stiffness is mainly adaptive to contact forces in interaction with objects. At the same time, the VSPP structural stiffness is also enhanced after the passive jamming caused by force interaction. This is further described in the following sections.

As a VSPP only functions as a link of a robotic finger, the VSPP can cooperate with any kind of actuators, both rigid and soft, thus providing excellent design versatility. Furthermore, because the VSPP itself is separated from the actuation part, its failure will not affect the actuation system. As a result, VSPP-based fingers can be subjected to a very harsh environment, even objects with needle-sharp features. VSPP-based fingers have no need for seals as they do not rely on air/vacuum for their variable stiffness adjustment. Thus, they are still functional even when punctured. This puncture sustainability keeps effective even in underwater conditions. This excellent durability is not subject to change of temperature (as long as materials do not degrade), pressure, and electrical and magnetic field. Thus, the VSPP-based robotic hands can be applied to more cases where processing durability is required, or a new application context in a harsh environment, even objects with needle-sharp features. VSPP-based fingers can be subjected to a very harsh environment, such as grasping brambly creatures in the deep sea.

The contribution of this article can be highlighted in three major perspectives.

(1) First, we proposed a novel VSPP for variable stiffness robotic finger design. The VSPP exhibits good compliance similar to soft robots under a small interaction force and provides large rigidity similar to rigid robots under a larger interaction force. This variable stiffness feature enables VSPP to be a promising candidate to solve the compromise between loading capacity and compliance/adaptability in robotic grasping.

(2) Second, the design, fabrication, and modeling of VSPP are discussed in detail. The versatile fabrication and assembly approaches illustrated in the article provide clear guidance to replicate VSPP into customizable applications. The models induced in the article explain the passive jamming mechanisms of VSPP and the stiffness enhancement of the VSPP. All of these provide both a theoretic model and a specific reference to apply VSPP into more soft robotic applications.

(3) Third, the effective grasping of the VSPP-3 gripper toward various objects, including a prickly cactus, a pineapple, and a heavy and sharp spiky durian, is presented. In the experimental grasping operations, the VSPP-based gripper has shown great load capability and adaptability. Even when pierced by sharp objects, the VSPP fingers were still effective. This has demonstrated that the proposed VSPP gripper could work in harsh environments.

VSPP-Based Robotic Finger Design

A 3D model shows the construction of a robotic finger with two VSPP segments, presented in Figure 2A. The photo of the real prototype with major dimensions is shown in Figure 2B. Each VSPP segment has two distinctive features. When subjected to external force, the VSPP can adjust its contact stiffness (Fig. 2C) by passive particle jamming. Besides, the VSPP is able to endure punctures of sharp objects (Fig. 2D) as long as the particles would not fall out.

The basic VSPP structure includes three components. The first is an elastic membrane, which is used to enclose the particles inside and ensure the original phalange shape. Second, within the elastic membrane, it is fully filled with particles (solid glass beads with diameter 3 mm). Third, a connector (3D-printed PLA, connected to the chamber by HY-30 glue) is used to seal the particle inside the elastic chamber and connect to the pin joint. In this prototype, the elastic membrane is molded by silicone (Dragon skin 20) and the beads are glass beads at 3 mm diameter. Connectors are printed by 3D PLA. This basic VSPP structure will perform a jamming phenomenon, which is majorly decided by the chamber thickness. The thicker the chamber, the stronger the passive jamming. To enlarge the compliance, we can use a relatively thin chamber to cooperate with flexible back support. Under this condition, the jamming will obviously be enhanced compared with the VSPP itself, as depicted in Figure 2E and F.

VSPPs are modular components. They can be connected by different joints to make a finger mechanism. For example, the phalange 1 in Figure 2A is connected to a pin joint. Because the VSPP has no actuation and only occupies the phalange part, the design for the pin joint is highly flexible. Most of the actuators or actuation mean used in both rigid and soft robotic hands can be applied to drive the VSPP segments, such as motor-driven, soft actuator-driven, cable-driven, and SMA-driven.

Here we use a soft pneumatic actuator to drive the joint in the prototype design. The soft linear actuator is mounted between two sides of the pin joints. By adjusting the pressure of soft actuator, the motion, open and close, of pin joint can be effectively controlled. The joint module is linked to another VSPP, illustrated as phalange 2 in Figure 2A. A flexible pipe embedded inside phalange 2 is used to provide compressed air to drive the joint. The joint can be easily modified to cable-driven actuation. Finally, the 2-segment VSPP can be mounted to a finger base or connected to more VSPP segments depending on the kinematics of the intended robotic hand.

The detail design process, component fabrication, and the versatile combination of VSPP to different actuations are illustrated in Appendix Figures A1 and A2, which provide specific guidance to replicate and apply VSPP in a customizable soft robot application.

VSPP Modeling

The modeling of VSPP is conducted from two perspectives. The first perspective focuses on the bending stiffness, which shows that the combination of the particle chamber and the flexible support layer creates synergy, enhancing the phalange/link stiffness. The second perspective is an analysis that the contact stiffness of VSPP resulted from the elastic pressure of the particle chamber under deformation.

VSPP bending stiffness modeling

The model to study VSPP bending stiffness is depicted in Figure 3, with related parameters listed in Table 2. Suppose a single-particle chamber (Fig. 3A), a single support layer (Fig. 3B), and a VSPP (Fig. 3C) are deformed to the same...
deflection $\Delta_d$, the relevant push force for each is $F_p$, $F_s$, and $F_m$, respectively.

For the VSPP, the interacting force between the particle chamber and support layer is depicted in Figure 3D and E. The particle chamber functions as a medium that transforms the concentrated force $F_m$ to a uniformly distributed load $q$ by particle force chain (the particle chamber is assumed to conform to the support layer surface evenly).

We simplify the structure of the support layer as a cantilever to study its deflection. The deflection of a cantilever beam under concentration force $F_s$ can be expressed as follows:

$$\Delta_d = \frac{F_s a^2}{6EI} (3L - a) \quad (1)$$

The deflection of a cantilever beam under distributed load $q$ can be expressed as follows:

$$\Delta_d = \frac{qL^4}{8EI} \quad (2)$$

where $E$ is the elastic modulus of the material, $I$ is the moment of inertia, $E$ and $I$ are dependent on the material and thickness $d$ of the support layer, $L$ is the overall length of the support.

**FIG. 3.** Analytical modeling of VSPP bending stiffness. (A) Single- particle chamber bending. (B) Single flexible support layer bending. (C) VSPP overall bending. (D) Force analysis of particle chamber in VSPP overall bending. (E) Force analysis of flexible support layer in VSPP overall bending. Color images are available online.
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The reason for jamming is the elastic pressure induced by the passive deformation, which resulted from the interactive force. From the elastic mechanics for the elastic chamber, there is a relationship between elastic material expansion and its elastic pressure derived from the conservation of Helmholtz free energy:

\[ P_{ela}dV = \sigma dA \]  

where \( V \) is the effective volume of an elastic membrane, \( A \) is the effective inner surface area of the elastic membrane, and \( P_{ela} \) is the inner pressure resulted from chamber material deformation, \( \sigma \) is the surface energy or surface tension, which is described as follows:

\[ \sigma = \frac{S_+}{2} d_0 \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{r_0}{r} \right)^6 \right] \left[ 1 - \frac{S_+}{S} \left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right)^2 \right] \]

Thus, the elastic force resulted from the interactive force is

\[ P_{ela} = \sigma \frac{dA}{dV} \]

Then, we consider the particles under the pressed region to study the contact stiffness. We simplify the regional particle
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model as a cylindrical structure, as shown in Figure 4B. We assume the top and bottom of this cylinder, with radius $R_p$, have no deformation. The lateral side of this cylinder is covered by an elastic membrane. After compression, the top layer is pressed down and the lateral membrane is expanded, as illustrated in Figure 4C. The pressure in the chamber is the elastic pressure $P_{ela}$ caused by the interaction force. During the deformation process, the force chain and friction between particles result in the jamming phenomenon and the resultant friction work is equal to the work caused by $P_{ela}$. We express this work conservation as follows:

$$F\Delta_z = W_{f\perp} + W_{f\parallel},$$  

where $\Delta_z$ is the compressed deformation in Z direction, $\Delta_y$ is the expanded deformation in Y direction [$\Delta_y = \frac{\pi R_p \Delta_z}{2(h - \Delta_z)}$ based on volume constant], $W_{f\perp}$ is the resultant friction work of particles in vertical direction, and $W_{f\parallel}$ is the resultant friction work in horizontal direction.

To get the resultant work, we first study the work and force of a single particle, as depicted in Figure 4C. The normal diameter of the particle is expressed as $\phi$ and the effective contact area is assumed at $A_{pre} = \frac{\pi \phi^2}{4}$.\footnote{It is assumed that the contact area is about $\frac{\pi \phi^2}{4}$.\footnote{This is a common assumption in contact mechanics.}} In the vertical direction, as depicted in Figure 4D, the value of friction is expressed as $f_{N2} = \mu F_{N2}$. The normal force $F_{N2}$ is equal to $\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} F_{N1} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (P_{ela}) A_{pre}$ based on force transmission.\footnote{This is based on the assumption of equal force transmission.}

The friction coefficient is $\mu$. In the vertical direction, the particle number is around $m = \frac{h R_p^2}{\frac{4}{3} \pi \phi^3}$. The displacement of each particle is $d\Delta_z$, which is the overall displacement dividing the layers in the vertical direction, $\Delta_z/\left(\frac{h}{\phi}\right)$. Thus, we can express the resultant particle friction work in the vertical direction as follows:

$$W_{f\perp} = \sum w_{f\perp} = mf_{N2} d \Delta_z \cos 30^\circ = 3\mu \frac{\pi \phi^2 \Delta_z}{2} P_{ela}/4$$

Similarly, in the horizontal direction, as depicted in Figure 4E, the horizontal work can be calculated. The normal force $F_{N4}$ is equal to $\sqrt{3} F_{N3} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (P_{ela}) A_{pre}$ based on force transmission. The displacement of each particle is $d\Delta_y$, which is $\Delta_y/(2R_p/\phi)$. Thus, the friction work of particle can be calculated as follows:

$$W_{f\parallel} = \sum w_{f\parallel} = mf_{N4} d \Delta_y \cos 30^\circ = 3\mu \frac{\pi \phi^2 \Delta_y}{2} h P_{ela}/4$$

By rearranging Equations (1), (6)–(12), and applying $(\Delta_z = \Delta_y)$, we can express the interaction stiffness of VSPP, $K_{vspp}$, as a function of $\Delta_z$ as follows:

$$K = \frac{W_{f\perp} + W_{f\parallel}}{\Delta_z^2} = \frac{3\mu \pi \phi^2 \Delta_z}{4} + \frac{3\mu \pi^2 \phi^2 h \Delta_y}{16(h - \Delta_z)} \int \sigma dA \Delta_z^2 dV$$

The $K$ can be calculated from Equations (7) and (14). From the modeling result, the design parameters’ influence on VSPP segment contact stiffness can be predicted, as illustrated in Table 3.
The first group of the experiment is intended to validate the bending stiffness enhancement resulted from the combination of particle chamber and flexible support layer. Three experiments are conducted: (1) only the particle chamber (glass particle at size $\Phi = 3$ and membrane with thickness $\delta = 1.2$), (2) the particle chamber supported by a flexible arch layer (2 mm thickness hybrid nylon layer with hardness 80 A), this is the proposed VSPP, (3) and the flexible support layer only (2 mm thickness hybrid nylon layer with hardness 80 A). All the experiments were conducted using a probe head at 8.00 diameter (M8), as shown in Figure 5C. The interaction point is at the middle point of VSPP segment. The results are presented in Figure 6A. It can be seen that the interaction force of VSPP is around two times the sum from the particle chamber only and support layer only. This result is consistent with the bending model derived in the VSPP Bending Stiffness Modeling section. The results prove that the combination of flexible support layer and compliant particle chamber results in enhanced bending stiffness as analyzed in the VSPP Bending Stiffness Modeling section.

The second test is applied to compare the influence of flexible layer bending stiffness on VSPP bending stiffness. Three experiments are conducted: (1) the particle chamber supported by a flexible layer (2 mm thickness hybrid nylon layer with hardness 80 A), (2) the particle chamber supported by a flexible layer (3 mm thickness 3D-printed TPU layer with hardness 80 A), and (3) the particle chamber supported by a rigid support layer (3 mm thickness 3D-printed PLA support). All the experiments conducted using a probe head at 8.00 diameter (M8) are shown in Figure 5C. The interaction point is at the middle point of the VSPP segment. Results are presented in Figure 6B, which shows that the thicker/harder the support layer, the larger the bending stiffness of the VSPP. Thus, the bending stiffness of VSPP is easily customized by choosing suitable support layer.

The remaining three tests are processed on the rigid support layer to study the maximum contact stiffness of VSPP, as shown in Figure 5F.

The third test studies the particle size influence on contact stiffness. Keeping other parameters the same ($d_0 = 2.0$), three VSPP prototypes with particle size $\Phi$ at 3, 4, and 5 mm are compared. The result in Figure 5C shows that particle size has a limited influence on jamming performance. This is also in accordance with the contact stiffness modeling result, which proves that the particle size is not a major factor having an influence on VSPP stiffness performance.

The fourth test validates the VSPP’s contact stiffness behavior at different elastic membrane thicknesses. In these tests, five VSPP prototypes with rubber membrane thickness $d_0$ at 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 2.0, and 3.0 mm are prepared (all have the same particle size $\Phi = 3$, a circular cross section with $L_0 = 45$ mm, and $h = 20$ mm). The test head probe is M8 in all the pushing tests at the middle point of VSPP segments. The results are presented in Figure 6D. The result shows that the thicker the membrane, the larger the interaction force will be, which is constant with modeling prediction. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that a thicker membrane provides a larger elastic pressure $P_{ela}$ under the same particle chamber volume change, thus results in a stronger passive particle jamming.

The fifth group of experiment studies the influence of the interaction area on the VSPP jamming effect. Four test probe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Prototype parameter</th>
<th>Parameter influence on VSPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexible support thickness: $\delta$</td>
<td>2, 3 mm with 80 A</td>
<td>The thicker the flexible support, the larger the bending stiffness under the same interaction force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSPP chamber thickness: $d_0$</td>
<td>0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 2.0, 3.0 mm</td>
<td>The thicker the VSPP chamber, the larger the contact stiffness under the same interaction force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact area: $R_p$</td>
<td>0.5, 4, 8, 16 mm</td>
<td>The larger the contact area, the larger the contact stiffness under the same interaction force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infilling particle size: $\Phi$</td>
<td>2, 3, 4 mm</td>
<td>Particle size has a limited influence on VSPP jamming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber hardness: $\sigma$</td>
<td>40 A, 50 A, 60 A</td>
<td>The harder the VSPP chamber, the larger the contact stiffness under the same interaction force.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experimental Validation**

The experimental validation consists of two perspectives. The first section experiments the variable stiffness performance of the VSPP segment, including both bending stiffness and contact stiffness validation; the second part tests the performance of prototype finger constructed by VSPP segments, including tests on grasping robustness and lateral compliance.

**VSPP segment validation**

Altogether, five groups of experiments are designed to validate the characteristic of the prototype VSPP segments. The first two groups are used to study the bending stiffness enhanced by the flexible support layer. The other three tests are dedicated to the contact stiffness of VSPP. The influence of three major design parameters is studied, which include membrane thickness, particle size, and the VSPP interaction area.

The test platform is presented in Figure 5A. Two blocks on the linear guides are connected in series. A force gauge is mounted on the left block and the test VSPP prototype is mounted on the right one. A test probe with a 4-mm-diameter head is mounted on the force gauge. By moving the test probe head on the force gauge to push the VSPP prototype, a force can be measured. We set the initial contact point (contact force 0.1 N) as the start point. The test will stop when the displacement reaches 10 mm, or the pushing force reaches 20 N (protect test equipment), whichever is first. The real-time interaction force is recorded by computer from the force gauge reading, and each test is repeated 10 times to take the average value. The customized VSPP segments are depicted in Figure 5B.

The second test is applied to compare the influence of particle chamber and flexible support layer. Three experiments are conducted: (1) only the particle chamber (glass particle at size $\Phi = 3$ and membrane with thickness $\delta = 1.2$), (2) the particle chamber supported by a flexible arch layer (2 mm thickness hybrid nylon layer with hardness 80 A), this is the proposed VSPP, (3) and the flexible support layer only (2 mm thickness hybrid nylon layer with hardness 80 A). All the experiments were conducted using a probe head at 8.00 diameter (M8), as shown in Figure 5C. The interaction point is at the middle point of VSPP segment. The results are presented in Figure 6A. It can be seen that the interaction force of VSPP is around two times the sum from the particle chamber only and support layer only. This result is consistent with the bending model derived in the VSPP Bending Stiffness Modeling section. The results prove that the combination of flexible support layer and compliant particle chamber results in enhanced bending stiffness as analyzed in the VSPP Bending Stiffness Modeling section.

The second test is applied to compare the influence of flexible layer bending stiffness on VSPP bending stiffness. Three experiments are conducted: (1) the particle chamber supported by a flexible layer (2 mm thickness hybrid nylon layer with hardness 80 A), (2) the particle chamber supported by a flexible layer (3 mm thickness 3D-printed TPU layer with hardness 80 A), and (3) the particle chamber supported by a rigid support layer (3 mm thickness 3D-printed PLA support). All the experiments conducted using a probe head at 8.00 diameter (M8) are shown in Figure 5C. The interaction point is at the middle point of the VSPP segment. Results are presented in Figure 6B, which shows that the thicker/harder the support layer, the larger the bending stiffness of the VSPP. Thus, the bending stiffness of VSPP is easily customized by choosing suitable support layer.

The remaining three tests are processed on the rigid support layer to study the maximum contact stiffness of VSPP, as shown in Figure 5F.

The third test studies the particle size influence on contact stiffness. Keeping other parameters the same ($d_0 = 2.0$), three VSPP prototypes with particle size $\Phi$ at 3, 4, and 5 mm are compared. The result in Figure 5C shows that particle size has a limited influence on jamming performance. This is also in accordance with the contact stiffness modeling result, which proves that the particle size is not a major factor having an influence on VSPP stiffness performance.

The fourth test validates the VSPP’s contact stiffness behavior at different elastic membrane thicknesses. In these tests, five VSPP prototypes with rubber membrane thickness $d_0$ at 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 2.0, and 3.0 mm are prepared (all have the same particle size $\Phi = 3$, a circular cross section with $L_0 = 45$ mm, and $h = 20$ mm). The test head probe is M8 in all the pushing tests at the middle point of VSPP segments. The results are presented in Figure 6D. The result shows that the thicker the membrane, the larger the interaction force will be, which is constant with modeling prediction. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that a thicker membrane provides a larger elastic pressure $P_{ela}$ under the same particle chamber volume change, thus results in a stronger passive particle jamming.

The fifth group of experiment studies the influence of the interaction area on the VSPP jamming effect. Four test probe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Prototype parameter</th>
<th>Parameter influence on VSPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexible support thickness: $\delta$</td>
<td>2, 3 mm with 80 A</td>
<td>The thicker the flexible support, the larger the bending stiffness under the same interaction force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSPP chamber thickness: $d_0$</td>
<td>0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 2.0, 3.0 mm</td>
<td>The thicker the VSPP chamber, the larger the contact stiffness under the same interaction force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact area: $R_p$</td>
<td>0.5, 4, 8, 16 mm</td>
<td>The larger the contact area, the larger the contact stiffness under the same interaction force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infilling particle size: $\Phi$</td>
<td>2, 3, 4 mm</td>
<td>Particle size has a limited influence on VSPP jamming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber hardness: $\sigma$</td>
<td>40 A, 50 A, 60 A</td>
<td>The harder the VSPP chamber, the larger the contact stiffness under the same interaction force.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
head diameters: 0.5 (needle), M4, M8, and M16 respectively, as shown in Figure 5C, are used for the tests. The test result is presented in Figure 6E. It shows that the larger the interaction area, the larger the interaction force created by the VSPP. The result is consistent with modeling prediction. The larger the interaction area, the larger the deformation of the elastic chamber will be, which results in larger Pela providing stronger jamming between particles.

Furthermore, the punctuation test of VSPP is processed as depicted in Figure 5E. This experiment is processed by repeatedly puncturing the VSPP prototypes 30 times at random locations. After multiple punctuations, the VSPP prototype still remains effective to provide contact stiffness and interaction force. This presents excellent application durability.

With the above data, we can compare the results of the experiments with analytical modeling. From the experimental result, we pick out the test data of the VSPP prototype with particle size \( F = 3 \) mm, chamber membrane thickness \( d_0 = 1.2 \) mm, chamber length \( L_0 = 35 \) mm, and chamber height \( h = 20 \) mm under the interaction with an M8 probe head. By referring to the material table, the parameters for calculating \( \sigma \) are \( \nu = 0.4 \), \( S_+ = 150 \) kPa, and \( S_-= -15 \) kPa. Then, we input these data to our analytical contact stiffness \( K_{vspp} \) expression in Equations (7) and (14), and the stiffness at a given displacement could be calculated. The result comparison is shown in Figure 6F. Both results show that the interaction stiffness increases when the interacting deformation enlarges. The experimental result is generally in accordance with the analytical result within 3 mm deformation. A discrepancy between the theoretic calculation and experiments is noticed under deformation larger than 3 mm. This discrepancy might be explained that the model just considers the elastic pressure caused by chamber deformation. Under small deformation, the influence of the support layer is not so obvious; under large deformation, the support layer influence is obvious and provides a further interaction force. Overall, the proposed analytical model can be used to explain the VSPP jamming mechanism and guide the VSPP design, as discussed in Table 3.

**VSPP-based robotic finger validation**

The fifth and sixth groups of experiments compare the compliance of three-finger prototypes, depicted in Figure 7A.
The VSPP finger design parameters are particle size $F = 3 \text{ mm}$, membrane thickness $d_0 = 2.0 \text{ mm}$, $L_0 = 35 \text{ mm}$, and $h = 20 \text{ mm}$ for the distal phalange, and particle size $F = 3 \text{ mm}$, chamber membrane thickness $d_0 = 3.0 \text{ mm}$, $L_0 = 40 \text{ mm}$, and $h = 30 \text{ mm}$ for the proximal phalange. All fingers share the same design except the material of the phalanges. The rigid finger prototypes (Finger#1 in Fig. 7D) have all PLA-printed rigid phalange (covered with a layer of silicone at $2 \text{ mm}$ thickness as a usually applied approach to enhance contact friction), and the soft finger uses silicone rubber (Dragon skin 30)-molded solid distal phalange. The whole finger dimension has been depicted previously in Figure 2B.

The comparison is made in two aspects, the lateral compliance and the grasping robustness. For the lateral compliance comparison test, as shown in Figure 4E, the force gauge is mounted on a vertical slideway and the finger prototype is mounted on a horizontal slideway. We move the horizontal slideway toward the M4 probe head on the force gauge against the side surface of the test finger. The lateral pushing distance is also $10 \text{ mm}$, or pushing force $20 \text{ N}$, whichever is reached first. We repeat the test for each finger 20 times and take the averaged data. The test result is shown in Figure 7E. As can be seen, the soft phalange finger provides the largest lateral compliance. The rigid phalange finger provides the least lateral compliance. A too-small compliance lacks enough structural rigidity for reliable grasping and the lack of compliance results in poor human/robot interaction safety. For the proposed VSPP finger, its lateral compliance is in between the soft and rigid phalange fingers. By adjusting design parameters, in fact, the lateral compliance of VSPP has a large modulation range, which can be customized to specific working requirements. By this means, the VSPP finger can be designed with the required lateral compliance, to provide both reliable grasping capability and safe human/robot interaction.

The last group of experiments compares the grasping robustness of the three dedicated fingers. Four test surfaces are selected for this comparison, as shown in Figure 7C, which includes #1 spiky surface (mimics the surface of spiky objects such as the durian, the spiky feature is with $1.5 \text{ mm}$ distal diameter), #2 arc surface, #3 triangular surface, and #4 flat surface. The test process is depicted in Figure 7D with the test surface mounted at the end of a force gauge in left slideway and the finger prototype is mounted on the right slideway. We input $100 \text{ kPa}$ pressure into the pneumatic actuator of each joint and let the distal phalange contact on the test surface. Then we control the motor of the left slideway to move the force gauge left. The maximum pulling force is recorded by the computer. Each pull out test is repeated $20 \text{ times}$ and we take the averaged data. One additional test is done on the VSPP with a deliberately punctured membrane with $1.5 \text{ mm}$ holes. Thus, four groups of results are presented in Figure 6F. It can be noticed that the VSPP finger performs better than a
FIG. 7. Grasping robustness comparison. (A) Three kinds of prototype fingers with different phalanges. (B) Lateral compliance test setup. (C) Four dedicated test surfaces with spiky surface, circular surface, triangular surface, and flat surface. (D) Grasping robustness test setup. (E) The lateral compliance comparison result. (F) The grasping robustness comparison result.

FIG. 8. The prototype gripper VSPP-3. (A) A 3D model showing major components of the gripper. Each finger has two VSPPs and two joints. (B) A prototype of VSPP-3 with overall dimensions. 3D, three-dimensional.
rigid and soft phalange finger toward all four types of test surfaces, and the superiority is more marked for a spiky surface. This can be explained by the excellent adaptability of VSPP finger and variable stiffness feature. Although the soft phalange finger also shows good adaptability, it lacks structural rigidity under large deformation. For the rigid phalange finger, although covered by a layer of silicone to enhance friction, the insufficient adaptability limits its grasping performance. Turn to the punctured VSPP finger, it performs similarly to the unpunctured VSPP finger on surface type #2–4, but performs strikingly better on the spiked surface. This may be explained by the porous membrane of VSPP providing a larger contact area when interacting with spiky surfaces. Thus, the porous membrane can be regarded as an enhanced VSPP design selection, which can be achieved using porous fabric to enclose the particles or deliberately perforating the silicone rubber membrane.

Overall, the basic stiffness of VSPP ranges from 0 to 7 N/mm in our different VSPP prototypes, which is highly customizable based on the design parameter selection. The stiffness variation ratio of one VSPP is up to five times under 10 mm deformation compared with a 1 mm deformation.

**FIG. 9.** VSPP-3 gripper grasping performance and grasping system realization. (A) VSPP-3 successfully grasping a durian, which is about 1.5 kg and with spinous features, and (B–D) grasping durian out from the water. (E) VSPP-3 successfully grasping a cactus with surface pierced by spines. (F, G) VSPP-3 successfully grasping a pineapple, which is about 1.1 kg with spinous features. VSPP-3 successfully grasping daily objects, including various objects with different softness, such as (H) a soft pitaya, (I) an apple, (J) a bunch of grapes, (K) a chicken egg, (L) a bird egg, (M) a cherry, (N) a cabbage, (O) an eggplant, (P) an iron drill, (Q) pliers, (R) a hammer, (S) a pyramid magic cube, and (T) a magic tube. Color images are available online.
Grasping robustness, processing durability, and interaction compliance are excellently demonstrated in the VSPP-based prototype.

**Prototype Gripper Implementation and Performance Demonstration**

Following the systematic study on the proposed VSPP segment, we build a three-fingered gripper called VSPP-3 based on VSPP to demonstrate the superior grasping capability and robustness. For each finger, we use the same design parameters as the prototype VSPP finger used in the above experimental validation. The three fingers of VSPP-3 are uniformly distributed with 120° between each other. A rendered 3D computer model is shown in Figure 8A to show all major components in the gripper design. A prototype of the model showing the major dimensions is shown in Figure 8B. The weight of the prototype VSPP-3 is only about 460 g.

For grasping the demonstration, we mount the VSPP-3 gripper at the end of a UR5 manipulator. The grasping performance of VSPP-3 is demonstrated by grasping of selected daily objects, they are either great challenges for traditional soft grippers due to their sharp spiky surface (durian, cactus, etc.) and weight (durian), or difficult to handle by rigid grippers due to their vulnerability (grape, egg, etc.). As we anticipated, the VSPP-3 gripper adapts excellently for all these objects, including spiky surface, such as the durian, cactus, and pineapples, as shown in Figure 9A–T. Safe grasping of thorny objects is a challenge for both soft and rigid grippers. For rigid gripper, the rigid contact easily results in damage to the spiky feature and grasping instability because of the small contact area between the gripper and the spikes. Inversely, soft grippers are easily pierced by sharp spikes, resulting in their functional failure, or grasping efficacy. Besides, the heavyweight of those spiky fruits is also a challenge for the existing soft grippers. However, the VSPP-based gripper offers great potential toward the above problems. Furthermore, the grasping effectiveness of the VSPP gripper is reliable even in underwater conditions. We present the underwater durian grasping as depicted in Figure 9B–D, the VSPP still functions properly even though pierced by durian spikes because VSPP does not need to be air- or watertight. Thus, compared with the traditional soft grippers, the VSPP-based gripper is more reliable and endurable in a harsh working environment. For example, grasping a spiky creature in deep sea, which is a challenge for a traditional pneumatic soft gripper, is fully realizable for the VSPP gripper.

Other daily objects with different characteristics that range from small delicate objects, such as a cherry and bird egg, to a relatively large and heavy object, such as a power drill and hammer, are successfully and reliably grasped by the VSPP-3. A video file showing all the dynamic grasping demonstrations is submitted as a supplementary file together with this article.

Conclusion

Traditionally, robotic grippers have either rigid or soft phalanges. Grippers with rigid phalanges, usually with pin joint mechanisms, have very good grasping robustness and processing durability. Grippers with soft material phalanges, normally actuated by pneumatic power, represent more recent research, having superior performance in adaptability and safe human/robot interaction. These two types of grippers represent two extreme application scenarios. When accuracy and high payload are required, rigid robot grippers are the obvious choice. In handling delicate objects (normally light) or in human/robot interaction, soft grippers are the preferred choice.

In this article, we have presented a bridge or a complementary approach to robotic grippers. Instead of studying the actuation methods, we have focused on an essential part of a robotic finger, the phalange. We proposed a novel VSPP to build robotic grippers. It has been shown with the merits of both soft and rigid end-effectors. The VSPP exhibits variable stiffness feature, resulted from passive particle jamming, under different grasping forces. The VSPP can cooperate with many actuators, both soft and rigid, to achieve a compliant robotic finger. The finger based on VSPP is functional and reliable in air and water, even when pierced by sharp objects such as a needle, exhibiting excellent durability in a harsh environment. The inherent multidirectional compliance persisting in VSPP is a good feature for safe robot/human interaction. The VSPP-based robotic gripper has the characteristics of soft grippers in small contact/force interaction and presents the features of rigid robotic grippers under large contact/force interaction. This is a promising feature for the proposed VSPP to be used for more applications, or as a complementary solution to rigid or soft grippers.

The theoretic modeling of the proposed VSPP is also presented in detail in the article. The influence of major design parameters on VSPP performance is studied. Three-finger prototypes, one based on rigid phalange, another based on soft phalange, and the third based on VSPP, have been built for various performance comparison experiments. A three-fingered prototype gripper, VSPP-3, with a pneumatic actuator is built. The gripper has been shown with reliable grasping toward daily objects ranging from a soft delicate cherry to a large and heavy power drill. A special feature is its robustness and durability in handling objects with spiky surfaces, both in the air or underwater. This has been demonstrated in grasping thorny and heavy durian, cactus, and pineapple. This capability is unimaginable by the traditional soft grippers. Thus, robotic grippers/hands based on the proposed VSPP have great potential to more daily applications in the human environment.
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Appendix

APPENDIX FIG. A1. The simple fabrication process of VSPP. (A–C) Recommended fabrication approaches of VSPP chamber. (A) Molding and casting soft material approach. (#1) 3D-printed casting molds with one inner mold and two outer molds. (#2) Silicone casting in molds. (#3) Silicone molding. (#4) The modeled VSPP chamber. (B) 3D printing soft material approach. (#1–#2) 3D-printed VSPP chamber. (C) Commercially available elastic gloves or finger covers. (#1) Nylon chamber. (#2) Fabric chamber. (#3) Rubber chamber. (D) Particle filling process illustration. (#1) Weight up the particles based on estimation chamber size. (#2) Particle filling by a funnel with suitable in-hand vibration. (#3) Sealing particle in VSPP chamber by the connector with silicone glue (TY-340). (E) Customizable flexible support layer. (#1) Nylon support at 2 mm thickness. (#2) 3D-printed TPU support at 2 mm thickness. (#3) 3D-printed TPU support at 3 mm thickness. (#4) 3D-printed TPU support at 4 mm thickness. (#5) 3D-printed PLA support at 4 mm thickness. 3D, three-dimensional; VSPP, variable stiffness particle phalange.